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A Message from the Director
Software is Essential, Everywhere, and Expanding

The impact of software in our lives continues to grow. The men and women of the SEI have a deep knowledge and understanding of today’s software problems and opportunities. They play a crucial role in advancing the state of the practice in ways that have a positive impact, certainly for our customers, but also for the industries they participate in and the world at large.

The SEI’s women and men perform innovative research and interact with the global software community to find best practices and important new research, but most importantly, work hard to effectively transition technology, techniques, and methods to our clients and stakeholders. We teach individuals about architecture, security, interoperability, the integration of systems, and process improvement across the entire development life cycle. We conduct workshops for software educators, and through our Virtual Training Environment (VTE), we enable customers to have anywhere, anytime access to some of the best software training. Through our SEI Webinar and CERT Podcast series, we are engaging in Web 2.0 technologies to reach new audiences. And through direct support of government and industry clients, we improve the acquisition and development of software-intensive systems.

This Year in Review highlights a few ways the SEI creates customer solutions across a spectrum of challenges in areas ranging from digital forensics and process management to acquisition and architecture. Current examples highlighted in this issue include:

• Collaborations with the Army Strategic Software Improvement Program (ASSIP) to establish a stronger, more efficient, and more capable software community within the Army

• Creation of a comprehensive new set of tools and methods in computer forensics to help law enforcement capture crucial digital evidence for some high-profile cases

• Adoption of SEI’s Team Software Process (TSP) methodology by the Mexican government in its work to build a national reputation as a provider of IT products and services

• Recognition by the Aerospace Vehicle Systems Institute (AVSI) of the SEI-developed Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) as the ideal tool to help plan and build next-generation aerospace systems

I am proud to share some of our 2008 accomplishments and future research endeavors. These achievements are the result of an outstanding and dedicated staff working with a set of world-class customers. The United States has made a strong and committed investment in the development of technology, and the SEI is proud to serve as a global leader in the creation of knowledge and promotion of software engineering.

Paul D. Nielsen, Director and CEO
Strategy

The SEI achieves its goals through technology innovation and transition. The SEI creates usable technologies, applies them to real problems, and amplifies their impact by accelerating broad adoption.

Create
The SEI addresses significant and pervasive software engineering problems by
• motivating research
• innovating new technologies
• identifying and adding value to emerging or underused technologies
• improving and adapting existing solutions

SEI technologies and solutions are suitable for application and transition to the software engineering community and to organizations that commission, build, use, or evolve systems that are dependent on software.

The SEI partners with innovators and researchers to implement these activities.

Apply
The SEI applies and validates new and improved technologies and solutions in real-world government and commercial contexts. Application and validation are required to prove effectiveness, applicability, and transition potential. Solutions and technologies are refined and extended as an intrinsic part of the application activities.

Government and commercial organizations directly benefit from these engagements. In addition, the experience gained by the SEI informs
• the “Create” activities about real-world problems and further adjustments, technologies, and solutions that are needed
• the Amplify activities about needed transition artifacts and strategies

The SEI works with early adopters to implement the “Apply” activities.

Amplify
The SEI works through the software engineering community and organizations dependent on software to encourage and support the widespread adoption of new and improved technologies and solutions through
• advocacy
• books and publications
• certifications
• courses
• leadership in professional organizations

• licenses for use and delivery
• Web-based communication and dissemination

The SEI accelerates the adoption and impact of software engineering improvements.

The SEI engages directly with the community and through its partners to amplify its work.
Areas of Work

The SEI technical program—created and carried out by world-recognized leaders in software engineering, security, and process management—consists of four technical focus areas. The SEI also conducts new research into emerging topics in software and systems engineering.

Quality software that is produced on schedule and within budget is a critical component to U.S. defense systems, which is why the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) established the SEI in 1984. Since then, the SEI has advanced software and systems engineering principles and practices, while serving as a national and international resource for the software and systems engineering communities. As an applied research and development center, the SEI brings immediate benefits to its research partners and long-term benefits to the software industry as a whole.

Operated by Carnegie Mellon University—a global research university recognized worldwide for its world-class arts and technology programs—the SEI operates at the leading edge of technical innovation. The SEI’s core purpose is to help organizations improve their capabilities and to develop or acquire the right software, defect free, on time, and on budget, every time.

The SEI offers solutions to customers in the areas of:
- Acquisition
- Process Management
- Risk
- Security
- Software Development
- System Design

The SEI’s technical focus areas, together with its outreach activities, are aimed at meeting the defined software engineering needs of the DoD. Within these areas of work, the SEI collaborates with defense, government, industry, and academic institutions to continuously improve software-intensive systems. The SEI’s body of work in technical and management practices is focused on developing software right the first time, which results not only in higher quality, but also predictable and improved schedule and cost.

---

** U.S. Department of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, & Logistics
* cooperative research and development agreement—an agreement with an industry or academic collaborator
** funding provided by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, & Logistics—the SEI’s primary DoD sponsor—to execute the SEI technical program
*** course fees, conference fees, and other recovered costs
Growing Architecture Competence

While researchers have thoroughly examined the technical aspects of effective software architecture, the qualities necessary to make an effective architect have remained relatively unstudied. Members of the SEI Software Architecture Technology (SAT) team felt that by studying “architecture competence” they could learn how to promote it. Their goals were to identify the measurable factors that contribute to architecture competence in individuals and organizations and to develop an instrument for evaluating these factors. They described their research in the technical report Models for Evaluating and Improving Architecture Competence, presenting basic concepts and four models for explaining, measuring, and improving the architecture competence of an individual or a software-producing organization. The authors explained how they could apply the four models to create an evaluation instrument to measure an organization’s architecture competence. Such an evaluation would benefit organizations that acquire, service, or develop software systems.

Also emerging from the SAT team’s work was the Architecture Competence Workshop conducted at the SEI in June 2008, where accomplished practitioners from government, academia, and industry discussed key issues in assessing and improving architectural competence. Through the workshop, the team hoped to understand what leading organizations were doing in the area of architecture competence.

Opening speakers described their organizations’ approaches for promoting architecture competence. Raytheon, for example, has an organization-wide competence improvement project that includes governance by an Architecture Review Board, a formally defined Raytheon Certified Architect Program, and the standards-based Raytheon Enterprise Architecture Process. Boeing is improving its architecture competence by introducing key practices such as architecture evaluation and architect certification. Boeing issues Software Architect Certificates in specific domains and holds an annual conference, where software architects network and share ideas. Raytheon and Boeing both engage SEI technology, such as the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method and the Quality Attribute Workshop, to promote best architecture practices.

Through the workshop, the SAT team also hoped to get feedback on their in-progress assessment instrument. This questionnaire is based on the architecture competence framework developed earlier by the team and focuses on what an organization should do if it is serious about incorporating architecture practices. The workshop formed working groups that provided positive input and suggestions for questions and improvement.

The SAT researchers’ work has reinforced the notion that while much remains to be done to define and measure architecture competence, the time for pursuing it has definitely arrived.

2008 Independent Research and Development Awards

The SEI annually undertakes several independent research and development (IRAD) projects, which are chosen based on their potential to mature or transition software engineering practices and set new directions for SEI work. The following IRAD projects were completed in FY2008:

• Assurance Cases for Medical Devices
• Mechanism Design
• Understanding the Relationship of Cost, Benefit, and Architecture
• A Software System Engineering Approach for Fault Containment
• Modeling Stakeholder Requirements for Integrated Use in Both Process Improvement and Product Development

To read the report, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/publications/documents/08.reports/08tr025.pdf
Program Merger Enhances Capabilities in System Structure and Behavior

In summer 2008, the SEI Product Line Systems and Dynamic Systems programs merged to create the new Research, Technology, and System Solutions (RTSS) Program. RTSS positions the SEI to provide more complete capabilities for predicting and bounding the structure and behavior of software-reliant systems.

“By combining these two groups, we bring together a strong team of innovative and productive researchers,” said Paul Nielsen, SEI Director and CEO. “We will have a stronger concentration of both talent and funding to address the needs we see in architecture, large and ultra-large systems, model-based engineering, software assurance, product lines, and more.”

For example, three initiatives came together to form the Architecture-Centric Engineering (ACE) unit. The separate initiatives, Software Architecture Technology (SAT), Predictable Assembly from Certifiable Code (PACC), and Performance-Critical Systems (PCS), shared a common focus on architecture and quality attributes, yet had their own unique emphasis.

SAT focused on architecture-centric methods, business goals, stakeholder involvement, informal analyses, economics, and widespread transition. PACC used formal architecture and code analyses to understand design space restrictions to allow for predictability. PCS analyzed architecture representations to calculate the dependability and performance of software systems.

By leveraging the commonality and exploiting each group’s emphasis, ACE will allow the SEI to focus holistically on using architecture coupled with appropriate analyses and practices to build high-quality, predictable systems.

SEI Joins Multicore Association

A multicore processor combines two or more independent cores (normally a CPU) into a single package composed of a single integrated circuit. The increasing availability of processors with many computing cores requires better approaches to developing and deploying concurrent software. As members of the Multicore Association (MCA), members of the technical staff at the SEI are participating in the MCA’s Multicore Programming Practices (MPP) working group. This working group is developing a multicore-software programming guide for industry. Participation in the working group will allow the SEI to represent the needs and interests of its stakeholders in the U.S. Department of Defense, government, and industry and communicate the working group’s findings to those stakeholders.

SEI researchers are exploring concurrent-programming challenges as they apply to software engineering. They are investigating analytical methods for reasoning about the response time and processor utilization of multicore systems through efficient scheduling, allocation, and synchronization in embedded, real-time, multicore systems.
When concepts for effective software engineering are included in college curricula, they are disseminated on a fundamental level with far-reaching ramifications. To promote such inclusion of proven methods and practices, two SEI teams have conducted workshops for instructors in computer science and software engineering.

The first Predictable Assembly from Certifiable Code (PACC) Workshop for Educators was held at the SEI in August. PACC technology promotes accurate predictability. For example, it enables engineers to predict that robots will meet their strict performance deadlines or that medical devices will comply with safety requirements. Predicting the observable executing system behavior of assemblies of software components—from the properties of those components—is achieved through techniques that the PACC team develops. Such prediction requires that the properties of the components are rigorously defined and trusted and can be certified by independent third parties.

The workshop focused on a closely related concept, predictability by construction (PBC), which purports that if a system can be constructed, it will have predictable runtime behavior. The breakthrough of PBC concepts into the classroom is significant. Through the use of available technologies and theories, PBC can be practically achieved for a variety of system-level properties, such as security, safety, and performance. A tutorial on PBC was held on the first day of the workshop, introducing principles that were then demonstrated through concrete working examples. On the second day attendees discussed how to integrate topics covered in the tutorial into computer science and software engineering curricula.

For five years the SEI has also conducted its annual Software Architecture Workshop for Educators. Participants from across the globe have come to discuss architecture concepts crucial to successful software and system development and their delivery into college classrooms. In its early years, the workshop offered introductory coursework and discussion focused on raising awareness regarding good architecture.

In August 2008 the workshop offered the advanced two-day course Software Architecture Design and Analysis, which provides in-depth coverage of the concepts needed to make effective design decisions and to successfully analyze a software architecture relative to desired system qualities. As in previous years, the third day involved sharing ideas on how attendees might incorporate course topics and other architecture-centric design principles into their curricula. Conductors of this year’s workshop noted how its influence had deepened and expanded. All participants reported the incorporation of architecture-centric concepts into their curricula; repeat attendees shared thoughts on how previous workshop topics had been applied in their programs; and discussions were much more in depth and sophisticated than when the workshop began.
In 2008, the SEI inspired work to further the investigation of several key issues identified in its service-oriented architecture (SOA) research agenda. Led by the SEI, a team of internationally known SOA researchers developed a research agenda in 2007. The SEI arranged the agenda in a taxonomy that includes four top-level categories: business, engineering, operations, and cross-cutting concerns. Those categories contain issue areas such as strategy, architecture, monitoring, and governance. In all, more than 50 issues are included.

More than 110 people from government, industry, and academia attended a 2008 workshop on hard problems in SOA hosted by the SEI in association with IBM and Carnegie Mellon University.

SEI researchers began working with Frederic Wenzel from the University of Karlsruhe, who is developing a thesis on “Transaction Management in Federated Workflows” at Carnegie Mellon University.

The SEI and others organized the Second International Workshop on Systems Development in SOA Environments (SDSOA 2008), which was co-located with the 30th International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE 2008). This workshop brought together experts to focus on three of the agenda’s significant issues: dynamic service composition, design for system qualities, and runtime monitoring and adaptation.

In all, eight workshops have been conducted, and more than 25 papers in conference proceedings have been published on SOA research agenda topics.

Two years after publishing the ground-breaking report titled Ultra-Large-Scale Systems: The Software Challenge of the Future, the SEI-led research team can see the adoption of its views on the horizon. “A lot of the ideas in the ULS systems report are already here, and people are working on them, but they’re not everywhere,” Richard P. Gabriel, IBM distinguished engineer and a coauthor of the report, recently told IEEE Software. “I think there will be a coalescing of those ideas, and it will be inevitable.”

The SEI’s work on ULS systems began after the U.S. Army posed the question, “Given the issues with today’s software engineering, how can we build the systems of the future that are likely to have billions of lines of code?”

The research team determined that the number of lines of code is only one of several ways in which the scale of systems is growing larger and more complex. The report describes how this increasing scale will force changes to the basic principles and assumptions of software engineering. It recommends research in the areas of human interaction; computational emergence; design; computational engineering; adaptive system infrastructure; adaptable and predictable system quality; and policy, acquisition, and management.

The community response has been positive; the report has motivated research projects around the globe. Linda Northrop, director of the SEI’s Research, Technology, and System Solutions Program and lead author of the report, sums up the impact of the ULS systems research this way: “People consistently tell me that the report accurately portrays the challenges that they are seeing. They agree that the inherent characteristics of the ULS systems defy successful use of today’s approaches to system development.”

For more information, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/uls/
Part of the SEI’s mission is to distribute the knowledge that is created, captured, and applied to the global software and systems engineering community. Technology and the internet allow this information to be presented in more accommodating and interactive ways.

“Between my demanding work schedule and travel and expense cutbacks, it’s challenging to get the training I need to effectively do my job,” said Joanne Mack, statistician and team lead for quality components at the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. “Even though the government is reducing spending, they still want a highly trained and competent work staff.”

“That’s precisely why we launched the SEI Webinar Series,” explained Shane McGraw, who coordinates the SEI Software Process Improvement Network (SPIN) groups. “It’s a convenient way for the SEI to communicate our software engineering best practices directly to practitioners. It’s free, and easy to attend—you don’t even need to leave your office.”

Launched in July, the webinar series is proving to be extremely popular. To date, almost 2,000 people have registered to attend a webinar. October’s CMMI for Services presentation attracted nearly 500 participants.

Jeannine Siviy, part of the team that presented the first SEI webinar, Process Improvement in Multi-Model Environments, says that the platform is beneficial to both the community and the SEI’s research staff. “Not only do the webinars allow us to reach people who may not be able to attend the conferences where we are presenting, but the question and answer portion lets us know immediately how our information resonates,” said Siviy. “It’s feedback that we will use to make our materials even stronger and more relevant.”

Mack, who attended the CMMI on the Web webinar, was thrilled with what she learned and the webinar format. “I’m new to the webinar world as well as to the SEI and its coursework,” she said. “But the presentation was easy to use, very informative, and applicable to my job. It helped me look at things I never thought of before.”

The schedule of upcoming webinars—as well as the archive of previous webinars—is posted on the SEI website: www.sei.cmu.edu/collaborating/spins

For more information, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/spins?
The CERT Podcast Series

Two years ago, Julia Allen started the CERT Podcast Series as a way to provide business leaders with the security information they need. Now, new podcasts are uploaded every two weeks to the CERT website and iTunes. The series has become increasingly popular with more than 80,000 monthly downloads and over 60 titles.

The Defense Industrial Base (DIB) comprises 8,700 companies critical to the operations of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). Unclassified DIB networks face a range of internet threats capable of evading commercial security tools and defeating security best practices. It is critical for those in charge of these networks to develop and implement a robust and adaptable defense capability.

To meet this challenge, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Networks and Information Integration, the Defense Cyber Crime Center (DC3), and the SEI have partnered to better defend this critical national infrastructure. In 2008, the SEI CERT Program began a commitment to research, develop, and implement effective information sharing processes for the DIB community; apply and implement an incident management capability for the DoD and DIB; and, ultimately, transition this capability to the DoD and DIB.

The Object Management Group (OMG), an international not-for-profit computer industry consortium, in June 2008 released a beta version of a Unified Modeling Language (UML) profile for modeling and analysis of real-time and embedded systems (MARTE). The MARTE extension provides support for specification, design, verification, and validation of real-time and embedded systems. An appendix to MARTE allows mapping to the SAE International Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) and is heavily influenced by the SEI’s work on AADL and model-based development.

The OMG MARTE group invited Peter Feiler of the SEI to join in the development of the profile. Feiler is the author of the AADL standard—an industry-established standard for modeling system software architectures that provides a precise, non-ambiguous representation for modeling real-time embedded systems. He says the development of MARTE is an exciting opportunity: “Now there will be a systematic and efficient way to exchange information through the OMG MARTE profile and AADL and vice versa. If you are building an architecture model in AADL, then it can be used in UML MARTE tools. Organizations currently using UML are now offered an additional possibility to use AADL and benefit from the precise modeling and validation of architectural designs that AADL provides.”

“The podcasts are a very easy transition method,” says Allen. “Typically 20 to 30 minutes long, the discussions capture valuable security principles and tactics.”

Topics include governing for enterprise security, privacy, insider threat, and risk management and resilience. Podcasts often feature leading industry and government security experts alongside CERT researchers.

“We’ve also discovered that the podcasts are a great way for us to draw in practitioners,” says Allen. “Once they hear the information, they want to read more, take training, and become further engaged with the topics.”
VTE Helps DoD Meet Remote Training Requirements and Cut Costs

Since the approval of DoD Directive 8570.01 in December 2005, DoD organizations have had to scramble to identify new and better avenues for training. The directive requires the training and certification of all information assurance technicians and managers to meet DoD baseline requirements related to their jobs. This means roughly 100,000 DoD personnel require training and certification.

Unfortunately, many DoD personnel, particularly members of the armed forces, find themselves in forward-operating bases and other situations where traditional, classroom-based training is difficult if not impossible. In increasing numbers, DoD organizations are turning to CERT’s Virtual Training Environment (VTE) to bridge this training gap. VTE provides rich media instruction and hands-on training labs to remote students over the internet. It enables students to access high-quality training on security, computer forensics, and incident response anywhere in the world, with only a web browser and an internet connection.

“The power of the VTE distribution model is that it can reach students in places other training delivery methods can’t,” notes VTE team lead Jim Wrubel. “Armed forces personnel have accessed VTE from forward-deployed bases in Iraq and Afghanistan, and they’ve even accessed VTE from ship-side deployments.” Wrubel adds that VTE’s 15-minute modules have been designed specifically to help students adapt their training to meet unpredictable schedules. What’s more, VTE training has no “expiration date”—students can access all training modules as often as they want and for as long as they want after completing training. “Because students can keep coming back to the modules and the test network,” notes Wrubel, “VTE helps close the gap between learning a concept and using that concept.” The result is more effective information security practice in the field.
VTE’s hands-on scenario networks have been a particular hit with DoD students. Accessible directly from the student’s computer, the networks enable the student to experiment, learn new skills, and practice network security and management techniques without putting live networks at risk.

“I imagine,” Wrubel observes, “an Air Force firewall administrator who can’t practice his or her skills on the live network. VTE enables the administrator to practice firewall configuration and management on the scenario network, as many times as desired, right from his or her desktop.”

VTE has been well received by the DoD, and its use is growing. In the past year, VTE delivered approximately 120,000 hours of training. And not only is VTE filling the training need for DoD personnel in far flung locations, it’s doing so at considerable savings to the DoD: VTE-based training saves the DoD 84 percent per student served compared to traditional classroom delivery. Even better for the DoD, this savings comes at no cost to effectiveness. Certification rates for students accessing VTE for training are equal to those of students taking classroom training.

For more information, visit
www.cert.org/training/vte_description.html
Two years after the Mexican government launched its unprecedented program to build a national reputation as a provider of IT products and services using the SEI Team Software Process℠ (TSP℠) methodology, early results from pilot projects show an increase in high-quality, low-defect software developed on schedule and with improved team productivity.

These improvements are the result of a strategic alliance forged in 2006 between the SEI and Mexico’s leading private university, Instituto Tecnológico de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (Tec de Monterrey), and enthusiastically supported by the Mexican national government, to advance the state of software engineering practice. The goal of the alliance is to position the Mexican software industry as an international competitor in the global IT outsourcing market by introducing TSP as a component of Mexico’s Program for the Development of the Software Industry (PROSOFT).

While industry statistics show that over half of all software projects are more than 100 percent late or are cancelled, in these TSP pilot projects, teams delivered their products on average 2 percent later than they had planned, with some as much as 27 percent earlier. Key to schedule success in the pilot TSP teams was overall high product quality; several TSP projects had no defects in system or acceptance test.

Softtek, a global provider of IT and business process services, participated in the pilot TSP projects and had a defect rate of 0.038 per thousand lines of code.

A TSP team has an error rate in deadlines to deliver projects of -10 percent to 5 percent, whereas those without TSP/PSP have an error rate of 140 percent. TSP works in conjunction with the Personal Software Process℠ (PSP℠), through which individual engineers can measure and enhance their performance. Both were created as a way to bring CMMI principles to teams and individuals.

“You need to differentiate yourself to compete. Mexico plans to differentiate itself through its largest competitive advantage—the TSP,” said Ivette Garcia, the Director of Mexico’s Digital Economy. The competitive advantage will come through reduced development time, superior quality, real-time interaction, lower attrition rate, and trust in Mexico’s high-performance knowledge workers and teams.

As one of the next steps in the national initiative, Tec de Monterrey is piloting not only an accelerated process improvement method using TSP to implement CMMI called TSP-Based CMMI Accelerated Improvement Method (TC-AIM) but also a TSP organizational evaluation and certification (TSP-OEC). TC-AIM will make CMMI process improvement accessible to small- and medium-size enterprises (SMEs). Organizational certification will provide objective insight into the performance of an organization’s products and projects. Taken together, TC-AIM and TSP-OEC will make process improvement and CMMI recognition cost effective for the SMEs.
ASSIP
The Army Strategic Software Improvement Program (ASSIP) is a partnership between the U.S. Army and the SEI aimed at promoting an integrated software and systems engineering approach to the Army's acquisition of software. Several Program Executive Office and Program Manager's Office staff members with experience in ASSIP efforts offered their views of the impact of ASSIP.

“The ASSIP effort provided us confidence that we were requesting the right information from our vendors. ASSIP also expanded the value of the vendor information and metrics that we request.”

Steve Waldrop
Software Branch Chief
Program Manager’s Office
Heavy Brigade Combat Team

“At PEO Aviation we are seeing practical application of the knowledge gained through the ASSIP efforts as our people are continuously seeking ways to improve the cost, schedule and quality of their respective programs.”

Terry Carlson, PhD
Chief, Aviation Commonality & Interoperability Branch
Program Executive Office, Aviation

“The ASSIP is providing timely, relevant, and value-added software engineering expertise to the PEO-GCS community to enhance our software acquisition processes for the warfighter.”
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Army Commitment to Strategic Software Improvement Grows

Just by looking at the 2008 numbers for ASSIP—the SEI’s partnership with the U.S. Army aimed at improving Army software—you can tell 2008 was a good year for the five-year-old program.

Indeed, at six Army sites more than 300 Army personnel attended 26 SEI courses related to software architecture, acquisition, and other skills during the year. Also, the SEI hosted three exclusive educational conferences for Army leadership on current software issues and developments; about two dozen Army executives attended each, including general officers and civilian members of the Army’s Senior Executive Service.

But the numbers aren’t the real story of the Army Strategic Software Improvement Program’s successes.

“In 2008 we really began to see awareness of ASSIP grow,” said Cecilia Albert, who heads up Army programs in the SEI’s Acquisition Support Program. “That’s what was most impressive.” ASSIP, with its mission of ingraining an integrated system and software engineering approach to the Army’s acquisition of the software in its systems, is taking root in the Army’s acquisition establishment, Albert said.

Robert Schwenk, the Army’s senior software acquisition manager, agrees.

“It’s not the numbers,” Schwenk said. “It’s what they signify—ASSIP is succeeding at providing a forum for Army experts to interact with each other, network, and synergize at a leadership level.” That is vitally important to the Army’s acquisition community, Schwenk noted, because as software grows in complexity—and consistent acquisition processes grow in necessity—it is only through sustained interaction among Army software experts that the force will be able to assure that it obtains high-quality and effective software products.

In short, the Army’s software is improving—because ASSIP is helping establish a stronger, more efficient, and more capable software community within the Army itself. That community of professionals is an organic capability that is beginning to deliver on the Army’s strategic needs.

2008 saw continued growth in communication, knowledge sharing, and the trading of software engineering and acquisition lessons learned, Albert said, with meetings every other month of the ASSIP Action Group (AAG). AAG, a group that plans and monitors execution for ASSIP, comprises 11 Army program executive offices (PEOs), four Army software engineering centers, the Army’s chief information officer, and the Army Test and Evaluation Center. The SEI acts as both subject matter experts and facilitators for the sessions.

“We know ASSIP is having a positive effect on the Army’s software program,” said Schwenk, “because the PEOs are telling us so. They’re saying ‘this is a worthwhile effort.’ For PEOs carrying ever-growing workloads to seek out and attend the regular AAG meetings and other ASSIP activities speaks strongly to the value ASSIP provides.”

The year also saw a scaling up of the Army’s interest in learning and applying the SEI’s software architecture knowledge through ASSIP. A concerted effort conducted through the SEI helped the Army grow its ranks of software experts trained in the SEI Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM). Army personnel have taken part in about a dozen ATAM evaluations to date. The Army has also seen an added, immediate benefit from the architecture training: The PEOs have used them to reveal software risks early in projects’ lifetimes.

All of this, Albert notes, is fulfilling the four-fold intent of ASSIP: foster migration to model-based system and software acquisition process improvement; institutionalize broad-based oversight, management, and technical expertise; apply an integrated system- and software-engineering approach to Army acquisition; and systematically incorporate lessons learned, best practices, and new technology into policies, practices and processes.

“It is exciting to see the increasing visibility software is getting across the Army through its strong commitment to ASSIP,” Albert said.

For more information, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/programs/acquisition-support/
SMART Evolves as Needs Emerge

The story of the Service Migration and Reuse Technique (SMART) and the family of techniques that developed from it is one that illustrates what the SEI does best—engaging with a customer, identifying a need, developing a tailored solution, and subsequently generalizing the solution.

The story begins with the original SMART technique and charts its continuous evolution, all in response to an organizational need to reuse code from legacy systems and transform it into services useful to an organization. Migrated legacy systems have plenty of potential as services that can be reused throughout an organization—customer lookup, account lookup, and credit card validation are some examples.

“We don’t invent processes that no one uses. We, in fact, look at real needs and respond to those needs,” explained Grace Lewis, technical lead for SEI SMART and system-of-systems engineering research. This pragmatic approach is one reason that many organizational leaders—after migrating a single system or implementing a single pilot—then adopt SMART principles across the board.

Earlier this year, a team of engineers from the SEI worked with a division of the U.S. Army to help migrate a legacy command and control system to a service-oriented architecture (SOA) environment. The SEI team soon realized that the system in question had multiple components—they were responsible for implementing services, establishing the infrastructure, and building applications to act as service consumers—and Army personnel would need constant support in all these aspects.
This led the SEI team to revisit its standard approach to service migration that focuses on the service provider—SMART—and refine it to one that would encompass a full service-oriented system. From that need, SMART-SYS was born.

Another member of the SMART family of tools developed this year also saw its impetus in work that the SEI did in helping a government organization migrate a legacy system.

"The system was bureaucratic. It was big. It had rules and regulations and requirements to move through it. The organization had to understand that environment in much greater detail," explained Patrick Place, a senior researcher at the SEI. To meet those needs, the SEI team again altered its approach and developed SMART-ENV (environment), which focuses on helping an organization understand the target SOA and identify associated costs and risks before migrating.

SMART was developed three years ago to help organizations address important issues before migrating a system to an SOA environment—namely whether it is realistic to migrate these systems to services. And, if so, what services would make the most sense for that organization and what resources are needed. In all this year, the SEI developed five spin-offs or family members from its original SMART tool: SMART-MP (migration pilot), SMART-SMF (service migration feasibility), SMART-ENV (environment), SMART-ESP (enterprise service portfolio) and SMART-SYS (system). All were in response to customers with individualized needs, but a common goal: migrating legacy systems to service-oriented architecture environments.

The Electronic Systems Center (ESC) of the U.S. Air Force is at the forefront of adopting the SMART approach based on experiences migrating a human resources system that managed such tasks as awards, decrees, and temporary duty leave.

Tim Rudolph, ESC chief technology officer, said his staff members have confidence in the SMART approach because not only did they benefit from it, but they continue to help shape it as it matures.

"A lot of these steps [in the SMART process] are less technical and more about behavior and processes. To do that SOA migration properly, it takes some work to institutionalize those competencies," explained Rudolph. "SMART is an important part of our overall enterprise systems engineering process."
For a handful of days in March 2008, chaos reigned. Customer support centers at government and commercial organizations were inundated with phone calls reporting problems: a new piece of malicious code that was stealing user names and passwords or a power outage that shut down subway systems.

If left unchecked or mishandled, these incidents could snowball into the types of problems—loss of internet connection, network breaches, transportation system meltdowns—that bring organizations and countries to a standstill. And to almost everyone involved, except for a select group of insiders who monitored every email and phone call, these scenarios were real. The insiders tracked whether, if laws were broken, the company enlisted an outside agency such as the FBI to begin an investigation, and they documented any security measures that were implemented.

This pseudo-cyber attack known as Cyber Storm is conducted every two years and is coordinated by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's National Cyber Security Division with support from the Software Engineering Institute's CERT® Coordination Center (CERT/CC) and others. It tests government and organizational readiness for real events.

“Cyber Storm is a concerted effort by an adversary to cause harm and measure how government entities and organizations respond to it,” explained Marty Lindner of the CERT/CC, who serves as both architect and one of the behind-the-scenes controllers of Cyber Storm during the exercise. This year, the exercise spanned five countries; 18 federal cabinet-level agencies, including the Department of Defense and the Department of Justice; nine states; and 40 private-sector companies. Lindner said that he and others create the scenarios from a compendium of real-life scenarios designed to exploit a gap in policy or a misstep in the chain of response.

These tests are necessary in the current global climate. In 2007, federal agencies reported more than 5,600 cases of computer attacks, intrusions, probes, and plantings of malicious code.

Microsoft helped plan and participated in both Cyber Storm exercises.

“We typically get involved at the very early stages of exercise planning. Our products and technology touch a lot of different sectors and different systems,” explained Jerry Cochran, principal security strategist at Microsoft.

The company's involvement was twofold this year. First and foremost, Microsoft's Security Response Center (MSRC) played a key role as an exercise player—responding to security incidents 24/7 as they would in the real world. Cochran also served with Lindner behind the scenes as both an exercise planner and a controller. As a designated controller, he monitored the exercise, fielded rerouted calls—taking any steps to make the exercise appear as real as possible. “A controller fills in the gaps. Sometimes you might be playing the role of a consultant or mimicking representatives from IT sectors that aren’t in the game,” Cochran explained.

As Cochran sees it, each time that Microsoft participates, lessons are learned and the company is better prepared. And the expansive global involvement this year allowed Microsoft to measure incident response from an international perspective. One lesson Microsoft believes all participants learn by participating in the exercise is that to manage major incidents, it is essential to have established relationships. “In some cases, those partnerships are with competitors in the industry,” Cochran said. “From a security-response standpoint, your competitors might be the best partners. In cyber incident response we are all working together for the same cause—our customers and the resiliency of the information infrastructure.”

Although similar exercises had been conducted previously, the first Cyber Storm was held in 2006, and it tested government and industry responses to a range of would-be catastrophes. Lindner, who also coordinated that exercise, said that it included hundreds of passengers at airline ticket counters whose names suddenly appeared on no-fly lists, failed railway switches, and a power outage at the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey.

For that exercise, the CERT/CC coordinated efforts with more than 100 public and private organizations in five different countries. The federal agencies investigating the threat traced it back to Lindner, who served as prime perpetrator. “In Cyber Storm I, they arrested me. The Secret Service wanted to handcuff me,” Lindner said.

Fortunately, it was just an exercise.

For more information, visit www.cert.org
Beginning in 2008, the Capability Maturity Model® Integration (CMMI) served as a foundation for increased efforts focused on truly integrating software development, software acquisition, and services delivery. “We leveraged the I in integration this year,” said Bill Peterson, SEI Software Engineering Process Management program director. “The full CMMI Product Suite weaves together the core principles of CMMI for Development to extend to CMMI for Acquisition and in 2009 to services delivery. With this product suite, we are able to maximize the synergies among the CMMI models.”

**CMMI for Services—Releasing in 2009**

The SEI has seen a growing demand for process improvement in the services sector, which makes up more than 80 percent of the U.S. and global economy. Service organizations—in such areas as healthcare, IT, education, finance, or transportation—have needs and interests that are different from those of development organizations, yet the CMMI model has a track record of effective techniques to improve process capability. CMMI for Services (CMMI-SVC) was designed to provide guidance specifically for organizations providing services. The best practices in CMMI-SVC cover a wide variety of services and are flexible enough to complement models designed for a specific service, such as IT.

CMMI-SVC shares some best practices with CMMI for Development (CMMI-DEV), which provides help to development organizations. Such shared content enables organizations that both develop products and deliver services to use complementary models to improve their capabilities.

Based on pilots with SEI Partners since October 2006, CMMI-SVC is proving valuable for service organizations in improving processes. This in turn can lead to lower costs and better satisfaction for customers and end users. The SEI will release the CMMI-SVC model at SEPG North America 2009 and on the SEI website in March 2009.

**CMMI and Six Sigma: Partners in Process**

Over the years, the SEI has witnessed organizations struggling with the implementation of process improvement. In some instances, organizations viewed CMMI and Six Sigma as competing approaches rather than a synergistic combination that can yield superior performance. Indeed, some abandoned one approach for another, creating a churn yielding no improvement, delayed production schedules, increased costs, and unhappy employees.

To leverage the best impacts of combining approaches, the SEI began development of a CMMI-Six Sigma Certification. The SEI program will be able to help organizations achieve increased return on investment, better software quality, and development of highly skilled leaders who will be trained to effectively guide their organizations to improved performance using the unique body of knowledge and skills encompassed by the certification program.

During 2009, the community will be asked to take part in the development and review of the CMMI-Six Sigma Body of Knowledge. The focus will be on how to merge the strategic CMMI framework with the Six Sigma tactical toolset (including DMAIC, Lean, and Design for Six Sigma) for performance improvement. The program will be based on leading best practices in measurement and analysis, Six Sigma, and CMMI.

“Significant synergies and energies come from putting CMMI and Six Sigma together,” says the SEI’s David Zubrow, technical lead for CMMI-Six Sigma initiatives. “Indeed, we have seen substantial beneficial impact on the implementation of high-maturity practices, especially for process performance modeling, through the use of Six Sigma techniques.” That’s where the SEI comes in. The certification program will provide opportunities for individual instruction, model training, team training, and Six Sigma training to build the workforce.

Jefferson Welch, manager of the certification program at the SEI, emphasizes that the SEI is not trying to replicate Six Sigma certification. “What we have created is a powerful combination of the two. With a certification in place, there are benefits to the organization in terms of transforming, enhancing, and improving the quality of work from the individual perspective.”
CERT Forensics Team Helps Law Enforcement Agencies Fight Cyber Crime

It all began with the Iceman case. A former computer security consultant, Max Ray Butler (also known as “Iceman”), was allegedly attacking computers at financial institutions and credit card processing centers, stealing account information, and selling the data to others. The U.S. Secret Service (USSS), which was leading the investigation into Butler’s activities, knew of the CERT forensics team’s expertise in cracking sophisticated techniques used by cyber criminals, such as encrypting data to hide evidence. The team assisted the USSS in acquiring and decrypting the Iceman’s data, thus providing critical evidence for the government’s case.

Through word of mouth and presentations the team gives to law enforcement groups, demand for the team’s skills and tools spread to state police departments and other law enforcement agencies from coast to coast. “We are providing operational support to the United States Secret Service, to high-profile intrusion and identity theft investigations, and to investigations of other general computer crimes,” said team leader Rich Nolan, a former Drug Enforcement Administration agent. This support work enables the team to see problems in the field first hand and then refine their tools or develop new tools and techniques to solve those problems.

One tool that was developed for a specific case is CCFinder. In cases in which investigators were trying to discover compromised credit card and financial account numbers, the existing tools produced many false positives. CCFinder does a better job of finding and validating account numbers and eliminating duplicate numbers. It also maintains a “pedigree” that shows all the locations in which each number was found. The pedigree reveals how stolen numbers were traded (after an initial theft, financial account numbers are often shuffled, split into chunks, and sold) and can aid in tracing the source of the original theft. CCFinder also handles the problem of the sheer size of recent financial crimes, which had overwhelmed existing tools. “CCFinder was a big deal when we were working with 3 million account numbers,” said team member Matthew Geiger. “Then we quickly went from there to 45 million in the TJX case.”

The “TJX case” was the investigation of 11 people who were charged in August 2008 with the theft of more than 40 million credit and debit card numbers from T.J. Maxx, Marshall’s, Barnes & Noble, OfficeMax, and other major retailers. The forensics team participated in an electronic crimes task force along with USSS agents and state and local law enforcement. “It was an eye-opening experience participating in a law-enforcement action of that scale, with well-organized simultaneous searches,” said Geiger.

U.S. Representatives John Murtha, Mike Doyle, and Jason Altmire recognized the team’s efforts on TJX during a visit to Carnegie Mellon University in September 2008. “CERT’s role in this landmark case underscores its importance in computer security over the past 20 years,” said Murtha.

Forensics team members Nolan, Geiger, Cal Waits, Kristopher Rush, and Larry Rogers have multiplied their effectiveness by training the USSS, the FBI, the Department of Defense cyber crime lab, and other law enforcement groups in their tools and techniques. The training is done live on site at the SEI and also via CERT’s Virtual Training Environment (VTE), a secured, self-paced, web-based training lab. Authorized members of law enforcement groups can access a number of forensics tools developed by the team on VTE.

“Our primary work is research, but the application of it in real-world cases is what’s really gratifying,” said Nolan. “A white paper is nice, but locking people up is better.”
Survey Seeks to Shape the Future of Computer Forensics Education

Proper handling of digital evidence is essential to the successful prosecution of computer-related crimes. The discipline of computer forensics, however, is still in its infancy. A coherent, standardized approach to computer forensics education remains on the horizon.

As a first step toward standardization, CERT forensics team members Cal Waits and Larry Rogers undertook a 2008 survey of the current state of the practice. “The idea grew out of our engagement with members of the federal law enforcement and private sector communities,” says Waits. These communities had access to forensics training, but, Waits notes, “they found it to be piecemeal and vocational in nature.”

Waits surveyed the federal law enforcement and private sector communities, including the financial sector, to identify needed roles in the forensics field and catalog the skills required to perform these roles. The next step will be to work with the Information Networking Institute at Carnegie Mellon University to plan and develop a model curriculum, based on Waits’ findings, suitable for use at degree-granting institutions. Waits’ and Rogers’ work will be detailed in a forthcoming SEI technical report.

For more information, visit www.cert.org/forensics/
As software becomes more complex and software security moves closer to the forefront of organizational plans, a means of defining what constitutes a secure system and assuring achievement of this standard is required. Attacks aimed at networked software systems are directed at governments, corporations, educational institutions, and individuals; and they can result in financial loss, the loss and compromise of sensitive data, system damage, and lost productivity—all enabled by simple software vulnerabilities. One way to combat this growing problem is through secure code. But what makes code secure?

The CERT Secure Coding Initiative, spearheaded by Robert Seacord, a senior member of the SEI technical staff, is building a comprehensive approach to secure software development in the C, C++, and Java programming languages. The cornerstone of this approach is the development of secure coding standards for each language. Seacord asserts that “security must be understood for organizations to embrace it—secure coding standards promote adoption by providing a precise and measurable definition.” CERT coordinates development of secure coding standards by security researchers, language experts, and software developers using a wiki-based community process. The CERT C Secure Coding Standard, for example, was published in October 2008 as an Addison-Wesley book. Once completed, these standards will be submitted to open-standards bodies for consideration and possible publication.

Developers and software designers can apply these coding standards to their code to create secure systems, or analyze existing code against these standards. In September 2005, the team published Secure Coding in C and C++, and since then they have created and licensed courses, published books and papers, collaborated with government and private organizations, and presented at conferences to promote standards that will help improve the quality of software released today and in the future.

One example of collaborative work is The CERT Sun Microsystems Secure Coding Standard for Java. Currently being developed with Sun Microsystems, this standard provides guidance for secure programming in the Java Platform, Standard Edition 6 environment. Programmers who adopt the Java standard can avoid vulnerabilities in their Java-based applications. This coding standard is applicable to the wide range of products coded in Java such as PCs, game players, mobile phones, home appliances, and automotive electronics.

However, secure coding standards alone are inadequate to ensure secure software development because they may not be consistently and correctly applied. To solve this problem, CERT is developing an application certification process that can be used to verify the conformance of a software product with secure coding standards. Because this process depends on the application of source code analysis tools, CERT is working with industry partners such as LDRA and Fortify Software, and research partners such as JPCERT and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to enhance existing source code analysis tools to verify compliance with CERT guidelines.

For more information, visit www.cert.org/forensics/
CMD Aids in Bandwidth Allocation

Today on the battlefield, many types of military personnel—such as operators of unmanned-air and all-terrain vehicles, intelligence operators, and commanders—must communicate on a moment-to-moment basis as conditions on the field change. This critical communication occurs over tactical data networks (TDNs)—series of gateways, servers, unmanned vehicles, and operation centers, connected via mobile, wireless, and ad-hoc mesh networks.

TDNs have finite resources such as limited network bandwidth that all network users and components compete for when exchanging information. Allocating bandwidth effectively has always been a challenging problem, but as TDNs become increasingly complex and more closely coupled with moment-to-moment, rational (or self-interested) human decision making, these challenges become daunting. Researchers around the world are investigating the use of market mechanisms to allocate scarce computational resources: Could these ideas be useful in TDNs?

To find out, researchers at the SEI have been developing auction mechanisms for bandwidth allocation in TDNs. In 2006, the SEI showed how auctions can be used to improve the common operating picture in a prototype TDN based on the Navy’s LINK-11. In 2007, the SEI joined with Harvard University and the Naval Post-Graduate School (NPS) to demonstrate auction mechanisms for bandwidth allocation in a more complex and demanding TDN testbed developed by the NPS, called the Tactical Network Topology (TNT). TNT links equipment in three locations across the United States and manages all communications among them. The NPS is using TNT to pioneer adaptive tactical networks based on the concepts of 8th Layer, which enables adaptive networking by giving every critical node bandwidth adaptation and small-scale network operation capability. The 8th Layer-enabled hyper-nodes adapt their behavior by exchanging services in accordance with the Valued Information at the Right Time (VIRT) concept.

Alex Bordetsky, the principal investigator and founder of the NPS’s TNT testbed, says, “The SEI’s work in mechanism design is helping our forces to cross what we call the ‘last tactical mile.’ It runs from command headquarters to tactical units in remote locations and has information gaps along the way—that’s where 8th Layer adaptation comes in. It helps us bridge those gaps—something that becomes more and more important as systems grow more dynamic, performance becomes more critical, and resources dwindle.”

Applying auction mechanisms this way is cutting edge, says Kurt Wallnau, one of the SEI researchers investigating computational mechanism design (CMD). According to Wallnau, the TNT arena gave
SEI researchers a chance to demonstrate CMD as a way to develop self-regulating systems where different actors get different allocations based on economic principles. “CMD is all about designing the right incentive structure just like the economics involved in an auction, a voting protocol, or a market. Economics is tailor-made for the kinds of decentralized decision making required by network-centric systems—systems that are not just being used in the military. This problem affects diverse areas from emergency response systems to large city infrastructures,” said Wallnau.

This successful application of CMD research is part of a larger research effort the SEI is leading in ultra-large-scale (ULS) systems—an effort that began in 2006 with the publication of the report titled Ultra-Large-Scale Systems: The Software Challenge of the Future. Next, Wallnau’s team of researchers plans to continue working with the NPS and Harvard to develop mechanisms for wireless mesh networks that allow nodes across broken or blocked paths to communicate through “hops”—similar to the moves of tokens in a game of Chinese checkers. Wallnau is confident that the SEI’s research will help there too: “Although CMD is leading-edge research, we believe it’s an engineering discipline waiting to emerge and will soon be on par with performance engineering and safety engineering.”

For more information, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/uls/

Gabriel Moreno, part of the SEI team that worked with the Naval Post-Graduate School, monitors activity on a tactical data network that links equipment spread around the world.
Researchers at the Aerospace Vehicle Systems Institute (AVSI) foresaw a problem with building the next generation of complex, software-intensive, safety-critical aircraft systems; as the complexity of the avionics systems continues to increase, they have identified a need for a fundamental change in developing the software and systems for the next generation system aircraft. Through Georgia Tech, AVSI conducted a pre-study of existing technologies that could help with software-intensive systems construction, and the Georgia Tech study recommended adoption of the Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL), which was developed at the SEI as a means to conduct model-based development.

“The AVSI project Systems Architecture Virtual Integration (SAVI) focuses on establishing a new way of specifying and integrating increasingly complex aerospace systems. This would reduce the cost and schedule of new airplane development while improving quality, safety, and performance,” says Jörgen Hansson of the SEI. Traditionally, subcontractors responsible for a part of the system would independently develop code or pieces of the system. When the pieces are brought together, the system has already gone far into development, but when you try to integrate all the pieces from the different subcontractors, the integration problems appear.

“So the question they are asking,” says Hansson, “is whether there is a way to conduct integration earlier using a model-based approach before the system is being built.” This is where AADL comes in. Using AADL, individual subcontractors can model their pieces of the system with large amounts of implementation detail. “Now I can take that model together with everyone else’s models and integrate them and make sure I get the system behavior I want for areas I determine to be critical,” says Hansson.

This process will allow AVSI to capture many integration faults as early in the development process as possible. The cost of fixing a fault escalates dramatically the later it is uncovered in the development process.

Studies have shown that 60 percent to 75 percent of all system defects are introduced in the system-life-cycle development phases preceding the code development—requirements engineering, system architecture design, and component designs. Yet only a small fraction of these defects, about 3 percent to 8 percent, are detected before code development and system realization; the majority of defects are detected at the time of system integration or later phases.

Correcting late-detected defects incurs significant costs. For example, the costs of correcting defects in the system-integration phase or after the system has been deployed into operation are 15 to 30 times, and 30 to 110 times higher respectively compared to the cost of removing the defects early—in the phase in which they were introduced.

“The goal,” says Hansson, “is to do more up-front modeling of the system to mitigate risks and integration problems, save money and time, and possibly allow construction of even larger, more complex systems with this technique.”

AVSI

The Aerospace Vehicle Systems Institute (AVSI) is a consortium comprising aerospace companies—including Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Rockwell Collins, and others—the Department of Defense, and the Federal Aviation Administration. AVSI works to improve the integration of complex subsystems in aircraft.
In 2008, the SEI created a web service certification process for the U.S. Army’s Chief Information Office/G-6 (CIO/G-6) organization to address security and provisioning concerns the Army foresees in its development of service-oriented architecture (SOA) environments. The CIO/G-6 organization is responsible for the information management function of the Army.

SOA, according to a definition by IBM, is “the architectural style that supports loosely coupled services to enable business flexibility in an interoperable, technology-agnostic manner.” For the Army, and other Service branches in the U.S. Department of Defense, SOA promises a means to realize a vision in which warfighters have a Defense-enterprise-wide capability through which they can choose and assemble services quickly in order to adapt and change to conditions on the battlefield.

Key concerns for the Army in moving toward SOA are information assurance, interoperability, and networthiness, according to Sriram Bala, a member of the SEI team working with the Army CIO/G-6. “The central question is this: If we are to field SOA on DoD networks, how do we assure that it is safe to use,” Bala says.

The need for information assurance poses the question of how to protect information and services by ensuring confidentiality, integrity, authentication, availability, and non-repudiation, according to Bala. This level of protection is needed while the information is in storage, processing, or transit and whether it is threatened by malice or accident.

Web service interoperability aims to provide seamless and automatic connections from one software application to another. The networthiness of a web service in an SOA context depends on determining network impact of the web service, developing port and protocol white list policies for web service use, conducting network security scans to ensure that web services are not compromising networks, and other factors. White list policies define what a service is allowed to do, according to Ed Morris, another SEI team member.

In 2008, the SEI team created a certification and accreditation process for the Army CIO/G-6 that homes in on these concerns. “The intent of our process is to certify services in order to assure that they are not malicious to the SOA infrastructure that they are deployed on or interacting with,” Bala explains.

“We have devised a process that can be executed rapidly to certify and accredit web services—to accomplish these steps in days rather than months,” Morris explains. “An Army SOA is expected to be dynamic, and it does no good to be able to assemble services rapidly if those services cannot be certified in a timely way.”

This process is robust so that it can “deal with services for which source code is not available,” Bala says. “And it is flexible so that it can be modified and institutionalized by other service branches and commercial organizations eventually,” he notes.

In addition, the SEI process is “heavily tool-centric,” Morris says. It draws on applicable commercial and open-source technologies. Even so, the SEI has found that existing testing tools are inadequate for the job; as a result, the SEI process “includes manual review by sophisticated users to interpret what the tools are telling them,” Morris adds.

Now that the process has been created, the SEI team is working with the Army CIO/G-6 to make it operational.

“Our next steps include developing a strategy for testing end-to-end mission threads to integrate certified services to perform the tasks in a mission,” Morris says.
SEI Affiliate Program

Through the SEI Affiliate Program, sponsoring organizations contribute technical staff members to the SEI's ongoing effort to define superior software and systems engineering best practices. Affiliates lend their technical knowledge and experience to SEI teams investigating specific technology domains.

Affiliates are immersed in the inquiry and exploration of new tools and methods that promise to increase productivity, make schedules predictable, reduce defects, and decrease costs.

For more information about the SEI Affiliate Program, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/collaborating/affiliates

SEI Partner Network

The SEI Partner Network is an elite group of SEI-trained organizations on the leading edge of software engineering processes and technologies. SEI Partners are licensed to deliver SEI services. SEI Partners provide the following:

• CMMI v1.2 Product Suite Services
• People CMM Product Suite Services
• SCAMPI Appraisal Services
• CERT Information Security Courses
• Implementing Goal-Driven Measurement Course
• Improving Process Performance Using Six Sigma Course
• Designing Products and Processes Using Six Sigma Course
• Software Architecture: Principles and Practices Course
• Team Software Process Services

By delivering services worldwide, the SEI partners provide a critical distribution channel for accomplishing the SEI mission.

In FY 2008, the SEI Partner Network consisted of 387 partner organizations.

For more information about the SEI Partner Network, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/partners/

SEI Conferences & Events

As part of its strategy to apply the latest research, the SEI offers conferences, workshops, and user-group meetings. These events represent technical work and research performed by the SEI and its collaborators in the areas of process improvement, software architecture and product lines, security, acquisition, and interoperability.

Individuals from around the world attend SEI conferences and events to

• connect with industry leaders
• share best practices
• network with peers
• find potential solutions
• gather the latest research and trends in software and systems engineering

Some of the events that the SEI sponsored and co-sponsored are

• Army Senior Leadership Education Program
• FloCON
• SATURN 2008
• SEPG Conference Series
• SMART ULS Workshop
• TSP Symposium

For more information about SEI conferences and events, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/events/
SEI Professional Development Center

The SEI has formed a new Professional Development Center incorporating education, training, and credentialing, all of which enable individuals to benefit from the SEI’s research in multiple disciplines.

The center provides continuing education for engineering and software professionals in government, industry, and academia. The SEI addresses professional development needs by:

- designing and developing training that is accessible and effective with classroom, blended, and distance learning
- encouraging and recognizing individual accomplishments in various disciplines through certificate programs
- enhancing individual career opportunities through SEI Certification

In FY2008, the SEI delivered 352 courses, trained 5,990 individuals, and awarded 515 certifications.

For more information about SEI training, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/products/courses/

For more information about SEI Certification, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/certification/

SEI Membership

SEI Membership is a business and knowledge network that connects the SEI with software and systems engineering leaders in government, industry, and academia throughout the world. SEI Membership is designed for software and systems engineering professionals who are interested in priority access to SEI technologies and events. Individuals use the SEI Membership program as a means of networking with other professionals to discuss adoption and implementation of software-engineering best practices and challenges of software and systems engineering.

SEI Members include small-business owners, software and systems developers, CEOs, directors, and managers from business, industry, and prominent government organizations in 36 countries around the globe.

The SEI is the only one of 37 federally funded research and development centers that offers membership to the public.

For more information about SEI Membership, visit www.sei.cmu.edu/membership/

### Did you know....

- **100** Projects on which the SEI collaborated with Carnegie Mellon University
- **27** Academic customers and collaborators
- **76** Government customers and collaborators
- **60** Government acquisition programs receiving on-site support from the SEI
- **31** Industry customers and collaborators
- **88** Army leaders attending the Senior Leadership Education Program at the SEI
- **15,000** Registered attendance at CMMI courses this year
- **120,000** Hours of training delivered by the CERT Virtual Training Environment
- **859** Publications & books (respectively) published by the SEI to date.
SEI Director’s Office
The SEI Director’s Office ensures the smooth, efficient operation of the SEI. Director and Chief Executive Officer Paul Nielsen and Chief Operating Officer Clyde Chittister build strong, collaborative relationships with leaders in government, industry, and academia, communicating the SEI’s vision for software engineering.

SEI Board of Visitors
The SEI’s Board of Visitors advises the Carnegie Mellon University president and provost and the SEI director on the SEI’s plans and operations. The board monitors SEI activities, provides reports to the president and provost, and makes recommendations for improvement.

Christine Davis-Dittrich
Chair, Board of Visitors; Consultant; Former Executive Vice President, Raytheon Systems Company

Barry W. Boehm
TRW Professor of Software Engineering, University of Southern California; Director, University of Southern California Center for Software Engineering

Claude M. Bolton
Executive-In-Residence, Defense Acquisition University; Former Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology

William Bowes
Aerospace Consultant; Vice Admiral, USN (Ret.); Former Commander, Naval Air Systems Command, and Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development, and Acquisition

Gilbert F. Decker
Consultant; Former President and CEO, Penn Central Federal Systems Company; Former President and CEO of Acurex Corporation; Former Assistant Secretary of the Army/Research, Development, and Acquisition

Philip Dowd
Private Investor; Former Senior Vice President, SunGard Data Systems; Trustee, Carnegie Mellon University

Delores M. Etter
Texas Instruments Distinguished Chair in Engineering Education and director, Caruth Institute for Engineering Education, Southern Methodist University; Former Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Science and Technology

John M. Gilligan
President, Gilligan Group; Former Senior Vice President & Director, Defense Sector of SRA International; Former CIO for the Department of Energy

Tom Love
Chief Executive Officer, ShouldersCorp; Founder of Object Technology Group within IBM Consulting

Alan J. McLaughlin
Consultant; Former Assistant Director, MIT Lincoln Laboratory

Michael Reiter
Lawrence M. Silfkin Distinguished Professor, Department of Computer Science, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Former Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering and Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University

Donald Stitzenberg
President, CBA Associates; Trustee, Carnegie Mellon University; Former Executive Director of Clinical Biostatistics at Merck; Member, New Jersey Bar Association

SEI Staff
The SEI attracts top talent to implement its expanding objectives, increasing its staff by a third over the past four years. Staff members are permanent, full-time employees; visiting scientists are temporary SEI employees from government, industry, and academia; affiliates are professionals sponsored by their home organizations to work on SEI technical projects.

*Members of the technical staff and members of the operational staff.
Richard Pethia  
Director, Networked Systems Survivability

Joe Elm  
Acting Director, Acquisition Support

David Thompson  
Director, Information Technology
Two principal techniques for static analysis of programs—to predict with confidence the programs’ runtime behavior—occupy opposite ends of a spectrum. Predicate abstraction (PA) permits construction of detailed models of programs to predict deep semantic properties. Numeric abstraction (NA) permits construction of less precise models but allows reasoning about especially large programs. The challenge is to come up with a technique that allows a smooth combination of the two.

That challenge motivated two young SEI researchers to harness the capabilities of these two techniques. Their research, which has been presented at several workshops and invited talks, was accepted for publication in the Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on Formal Methods in Computer-Aided Design (FMCAD).

"PA is suited for control-driven properties—that doors open and close exactly when they’re supposed to, for instance," says Arie Gurfinkel. "NA is suited for data-driven properties—that the temperature sensor never overflows. In reality you don’t have programs that just control temperature or doors; you typically have a combination of properties."

"While it is common now for organizations to use one or the other or possibly both processes in sequence, we tried to couple them tightly so that they can run in parallel and work together—one process helping the other," says Sagar Chaki.

Gurfinkel and Chaki performed experiments on open source C programs to determine how to combine PA and NA tightly but in four different combinations in which there are tradeoffs between the scalability of the analysis versus the precision. The paper presents a framework for the four different instances of coupling PA and NA, and each instance is different in terms of how precise and scalable it is.

Chaki presented the paper at FMCAD in November 2008 in Portland, Ore. Preliminary presentations were made at the IFIP Working Conference on Verified Software: Theories, Tools, and Experiments in Toronto, Ontario, Canada; and at the Sixth NASA Langley Formal Methods Workshop, Newport News, Va.
SEI Reports


CMMI Product Team. CMMI for Acquisition, Version 1.2. www.sei.cmu.edu/pub /documents/07.reports/07tn017.pdf


Ashwini Gayash, Venkatesh Viswanathan, Deepa Padmanabhan, & Nancy R. Mead. SQUARE-Lite: Case Study on VADSof Software Project. www.sei.cmu.edu /pub/documents/08.reports/08sr017.pdf


Articles


Books


Keynote Presentations
Palma Buttelis-Valdez

Watts S. Humphrey


Mike Konrad

Nancy R. Mead
“Software Engineering Education: How Far We’ve Come and How Far We Have To Go.” IEEE Conference on Software Engineering Education & Training (CSEET’08), April 2008.
Paul Nielsen

Linda Northrop

“Ultra-Large-Scale Systems and the Impact of Scale,” 5th International Workshop on Model-Based Methodologies for Pervasive and Embedded Software (part of the ETAPS Conference), March 2008, Budapest, Hungary.

James Smith, II


Published Proceedings


Work with the SEI
Congress established the SEI in 1984 because software is vital to the national interest. By working with the SEI, organizations benefit from more than two decades of government investment and participation from organizations worldwide in advancing the practice of software engineering.

The SEI creates, tests, refines, and disseminates a broad range of technologies and management techniques. These techniques enable organizations to improve the results of software projects, the quality and behavior of software systems, and the security and survivability of networked systems.

As an applied research and development center, the SEI brings immediate benefits to its research partners and long-term benefits to organizations that depend on software. The tools and methods developed by the SEI and its research partners are applied daily in organizations throughout the world.

How the SEI Works with Government and Industry
SEI staff members help the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and other government agencies solve software engineering and acquisition problems. SEI direct support is funded through task orders for government work. Engagements with the SEI are of particular benefit to government program managers, program executive officers, and senior acquisition executives, particularly those with long-range programs that will benefit from strategic improvements that the SEI fosters.

The SEI has a well-established process for contracting with government agencies and will work with an organization to meet its needs. This process is described in more detail at www.sei.cmu.edu/collaborating/contracting.html.

The SEI works with commercial organizations that want to develop a strategic advantage by rapidly applying improved software engineering technology. The SEI works with organizations that want to combine their expertise with the SEI’s expertise to mature new technology for the benefit of the entire software industry. The SEI also supports a select group called SEI Partners, which are organizations and individuals that are trained and licensed by the SEI to deliver SEI products and services.

To determine how to put the SEI to work for your organization, contact SEI Customer Relations at customer-relations@sei.cmu.edu.

SEI Solutions Guide
The SEI Solutions Guide is a summary of the SEI’s tools and methods, services, courses, conferences, credentials, books, and opportunities to collaborate with the SEI on research. To receive a copy of the Guide, please contact

Customer Relations
Software Engineering Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
4500 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213-2612
1-888-201-4479 or +1 412 268-5800
customer-relations@sei.cmu.edu

See the Solutions Guide online at www.sei.cmu.edu/solutions

SEI Employment
The SEI seeks candidates for its technical, business, and administrative staff divisions. Contact the SEI Human Resources department to learn the benefits of working at the SEI: www.sei.cmu.edu/about/employment.